Book: A Time to Advance by Chuck D. Pierce (with Robert and Linda Heidler). [Understanding the
Significance of Hebrew Tribes and Months]

Chapter 1: Think Like a Hebrew by Robert Heidler
Mindset: A set of assumptions and methods which is so firmly established that it creates a powerful
incentive to behave in a certain way.
The Bible classifies people as Barbarians, Greeks and Jews. These represent mindsets.
Barbarian
Operating principle is fear
Form of Government is ruthless dictatorship / fear.
Satan’s favorite way of operating – fear.
Relationship to God – Make war and conquer those who are weak.
How do you get ahead in Life – oppress others and win by intimidation
How do you deal with a thief – chop the thief’s hand off – this creates fear.
Greek
Operating Principle – pride that filters through a humanistic intellect.
Form of Government – Democracy
Satan’s plan B – make you think that you are okay while keeping you from God’s best.
Relationship to God – Study theology and doctrine to reason out questions with human intellect, argue,
and get the right answers at all costs.
How do you get ahead in Life – get more education because knowledge is power.
How do you deal with a thief – try to re-educate the thief and teach him job skills so he won’t have to
steal.
Hebrew
Operating Principle – transformed by the truth of God.
Form of Government – prophetic view of history
Not in Satan’s plan
Relationship to God – We may not understand God but we will love, worship and obey Him.
How do you get ahead in life – learn to walk in God’s favor, which is the true key to success.
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How do you deal with a thief – require the thief to make restitution for what has been stolen and try to
get him to accept God’s ways.

Some Timelines
Roman Empire began as a barbarian society but adopted a Greek mindset.
Jesus and the apostles followed a Hebrew mindset.
In 300 AD Roman Emperor Constantine quenched the power of the Holy Spirit.
The Dark Ages followed which returned the barbarian mindset.
Renaissance led to the return of the Greek mindset.
Hopefully God is restoring the church to a Hebrew mindset.

What’s in the rest of the book?
Robert Heidler does Chapters 2-6 on the Blessings of the Jewish cycle of life and the importance of
following God’s calendar.
Chuck Pierce does chapters 7-15 on connecting to God’s life cycle, unlocking your prophetic destiny and
the power of alignment.
Section 2 of the book (another 100+ pages) gives the specifics about each of the twelve tribes of Israel
and how they are linked to each month of the Jewish calendar. You are directed to seek revelation of
where you and your generational line align with the tribes and then use the monthly calendar to order
your time in fulfilling your destiny.
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